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Connecting products and vehicle manufactures since 1995.

S. Sterling Company excels
in three critical areas:

The S. Sterling Company:
1. Represents Outstanding Companies.
The companies we represent are world-class suppliers of 
innovative high-quality products. Whether it’s lighting, electrical 
controls, or interior components, we offer the best products 
available at a competitive price. You will recognize many, if not 
all, of the companies featured in this brochure. We spend an 
enormous amount of time visiting and building relationships with 
suppliers in North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific to connect 
you with good working partners with expertise in their particular 
industry. We do the legwork for you!

2. Offers Value-Added Distribution. 
Not only do we stock products for the companies we represent, 
we also assemble customized kits for our clients. We can add 
custom wire harnesses, mounting hardware, and instruction 
sheets, then barcode and package each kit to fit your 
specifications and ship per your production requirements. This 
is all done in our climate-controlled, 10,000 square foot facility 
located just outside of Atlanta, Georgia.

3. Provides Great Service and Products. 
Our employees have an average tenure of more than 10 years with 
the company. That means most of our associates have been here 
for at least half of the company’s lifetime, and know the products 
and the technologies inside and out. We care about service, 
which means we fill your order correctly and on time. Customers 
work with us because we offer great products and personalized 
services. We have the expertise to help you find the right product 
for the application.



AURORA — Advanced H.V.A.C. Solutions   Combining Your Passion for Users & Our Passion for their Comfort 1

For over 90 years, Aurora has led the industry in the development of heating and complete HVAC systems and      
components. We specialize in the entire HVAC system and all of the accompanying components. We work with you 

each step of the way, from the beginning concept to the final design. We have experience with traditional HVAC,    
hybrid, and fully electric systems. We have complete design and validation capabilities, and will put them to work 

to help you  develop the most comfortable operator experience at the lowest installed cost.   

Louvers 

HVAC Controls 

CAN Nodes 

Filtration 
Valves and Sensors 

Blowers 

Complete HVAC 
Systems 

Powerful Aluminum, Flat Tube 
Heat Exchangers &   Evaporators 

Heaters 

  Proudly Made In USA 

https://na.aurora-eos.com                      





Supply Chain Management Service
We have more than 85 years of 
experience in sourcing supply 
chain management service. Our 
extensive worldwide network of 
sources includes top quality, low-
cost providers.

Contract Manufacturing Company
We have decades of experience 
in light manufacturing, assembly, 
and subassembly in Original 
Equipment Manufacturer contracts. 
We provide a mix of capabilities 
that deliver the ultimate benefit of 
vendor reduction and cost savings 
without loss in product quality.

Distribution
We pride ourselves on fulfilling 
each distribution requirement in 
a packaging project with strict 
conformation with process 
controls. Our customers rely on 
us for our strength in sourcing 
uncommon components and our 
ability to aggregate a wide range of 
product types. 

Quality,
Commitment,
and Service.

www.compcoinc.com



Industrial Division

Curtiss-Wright Industrial Division
We are a recognized leader in providing components and sub-systems that enable customer specific 
solutions for on- and off-highway vehicles. These include material handling, construction, agricultural and 
other specialty vehicles, plus medium- and heavy-duty trucks, buses, and motor coaches. Our service also 
extends to sophisticated wheelchairs and scooters for medical mobility.

We are a leading provider of electronic throttle controls, transmission shifters, and sensors addressing the long-
term trend across the globe towards attaining higher fuel efficiency and lower emissions. We seek new energy 
solutions for a greener environment by providing advanced motor controllers and power electronics for hybrid 
and electric vehicles. In an effort to improve vehicle safety and operator efficiency, we also supply various 
human interface and operator controls that act seamlessly in today’s modern cab environment.

Why Choose Curtiss-Wright?
Extensive Experience

Curtiss-Wright Industrial Division is a recognized 

leader in providing components and sub-systems for 

extreme environments that enable customer specific 

solutions for on- and off-highway vehicles. 

These include material handling, marine, construction, 

agricultural and other specialty vehicles, plus medium- 

and heavy-duty trucks, buses, and motor coaches, 

sophisticated wheelchairs and scooters for medical 

mobility, as well as sensing and control throughout 

motorsport including Formula One;

• Construction Vehicles

• Agricultural Vehicles and Machines

• Refuse Trucks

• Off-Road Specialist Vehicles

• Military Vehicles

• Motorsport, including Formula One

• Heavy Industrial Machinery

Innovative Products

We are proud of our legacy spanning over 85 years, 

providing customer specific solutions to market 

leading OEMs.

Using our applications engineering expertise with 

customer development teams, we enable a free flow 

of ideas that provide the most reliable and cost-

effective product solution to each unique application.

Reliable Partner

We have long-term relationships with many of the 

industry-leading OEMs. Whether customizing an 

existing product to better suit an application, or 

creating completely new concepts to address an 

OEM specification, our global team of engineers are 

ready for the challenge.

Our engineers will work directly with your team to 

determine what is needed for a successful outcome.

Global Support

Curtiss-Wright Industrial Division has a global 

footprint, with design and manufacturing in the USA, 

the United Kingdom, China and India. This is backed 

by our own sales and technical support teams in 

over 45 other countries, ensuring exceptional levels 

of efficiency, quality and on-time delivery.

www.cw-industrialgroup.com

Product Families

HMI Consoles Transmission Shifters Joystick Controls

Power Management Electronic Throttle Controls Position Sensors

Headquarters: 15, Enterprise Way, Aviation Park West, Bournemouth Airport, Christchurch, BH23 6HH, UK  •  www.cw-industrialgroup.com
Facilities: Portland, Oregon, USA; Chicago, Illinois, USA; LA, California, USA; Christchurch, UK; South Wales, UK; Munich, Germany; 
Pune, India; Singapore; Shanghai, China; Taipei, Taiwan.
Partners Worldwide: For a listing of our global sales network, visit our website at www.cw-industrialgroup.com.
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• Locking Systems 

• Furniture Fittings 

• Table Supports + Accessories 

• Ventilation Products 

• Electrical Installations 

• Lighting 

• Water System Components 

• Stabilizers + Accessories 

• Profiles + Accessories 

Challenge, innovation and competence –
the way to success: 
FAWO has more than 40 years of experience in 
supplying components and know how.

FAWO is certified system provider and sales partner 
of the most important suppliers who concentrate 
on the production of technical interior fittings for 
caravans, motor homes, commercial road vehicles, 
busses and ships and do not operate sales them-
selves. The company’s current supply program is 
divided into 9 product groups. 

FAWO is not only highly valued by its customers 
for its variety of products of which more than 6000
are available at stock but also challenged for its 
competence in solving problems and offering 
systems as well.

Working in close cooperation with customers, 
authorised agents and more than 250 component
manufacturers FAWO meets design criteria even 
from customer’s own design or ideas. Innovation
means daily challenge for FAWO. 

www.fawo.de

FAWO_AnzeigeSterling9x12.qxp_Layout 1  21.04.15  15:59  Seite 1



HELLA Technical Training
HELLA TECH WORLD contains a 
wealth of technical information 
about HELLA's expertise in 
lighting, electrics, electronics, and 
brake systems. Visit:

www.hella.com/techworld/us

Our technology is present
in various components 
in your vehicle 
HELLA is a global company 
with more than 100 years 
of  experience. It develops 
and produces lighting and 
electronics components, 
systems for the automotive 
industry. HELLA is one of 
the largest automotive 
parts, accessories, 
diagnostics and services 
business organizations in 
the world. 

Oil Level Sensor

Voltage Reducer

Vacuum Pump

RAIN / AMBIENT LIGHT 
SENSOR

Five functions in one product: rain, 
light, solar, and humidity 
measurement as well as 
adjustment of the light intensity 
on the Head-Up-Display.

ACCELERATOR PEDAL 
SENSOR

Alongside the established 
contact-less inductive position 
sensor (CIPOS), HELLA's highly 
accurate, robust and advance 
small packaged in-house position 
technology, HELLA also offers the 
traditional potentiometer 
technology.

RADAR SENSOR LANE 
ASSIST

A Pioneer in the field of 24 Ghz 
automotive radar for rear 
applications: first company with 
rear applications in the market.

Successful series production 
development with over 80 series 
at 13 OEMs and more than 11 
million sensors manufactured to 
date (as of Q4/2016)

INTELLIGENT BATTERY 
SENSOR (IBS)

Accurate measurement of battery 
voltage, current and temperature 
parameters.

Determination of the battery 
state of charge (SOC), state of 
health (SOH) and state of function 
(SOF) condition parameters

Technology with Vision
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HELLA Technical Training
HELLA TECH WORLD contains a 
wealth of technical information 
about HELLA's expertise in 
lighting, electrics, electronics, and 
brake systems. Visit:

www.hella.com/techworld/us

THE ULTIMATE IN
LIGHTING 

Technology with Vision

AUXILIARY LAMPS

HELLA auxiliary lamps can cope 
with all expeditions and
adventures, regardless of how 
rugged the terrain is and the
extreme weather.

Discover the new HELLA Black 
Magic LED series!

WORK LIGHTS

Good lighting is a key tool in many 
work areas. That is why HELLA 
work lights should always be your 
first choice to: illuminate large 
areas when working in the field, 
optimal illumination of nearby or 
distant areas in construction sites 
or farms or in lighting of specific 
objects. A clearly visible work 
area will help you focus. LED, 
xenon and halogen technology 
allow you to steer heavy 
machines with precision even in 
the dark, a worthwhile 
investment.

LIGHTING MODULES

The HELLA 90 mm module 
headlamp range includes a variety of 
series for almost every application.
The range covers all light technolo-
gies – from halogen, xenon to LED – 
and a multitude of light functions. 

The L 4060 LED module offers the 
combination of either low or high 
beam with many additional light 
functions, such as daytime running 
light, position light, or direction 
indicator light.

OPTICAL WARNING 
SYSTEMS

The Optical Warning Systems (OWS), 
the KL series signaling systems, the 
rotating lamps, beacons and their 
constant technological implementa-
tions make HELLA products so 
special. Rotating lamps, flashers, 
warning lights: this is where our 
specialists combine the best 
technology with extreme resistance.
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sales@ssterlingco.com

CUSTOM CABLE ASSEMBLiES

PROVEN DEPENDABiLiTY  •  DYNAMiC FULFiLLMENT  •  TECHNiCAL SOLUTiONS

PRODUCTS

Die Cast

battery Cables

mCm assemblies

shielDeD wire

Power harness

Kalas is a trusted manufacturer with more than 55 

years of experience drawing, bunching, stranding, and 

extruding wire & cable and terminating heavy-duty 

engineered cable assemblies.

Specializing in high variety and small lots, we have 

mature manufacturing processes and robust quality 

assurance to provide technical solutions.

to view our full ProDuCt Portfolio & 5 steP Cable Design Program 

www.kalaSwiRe.COm/engineeReD-Cable



READY TO CONTROL

Marlin Technologies’ off-the-shelf M-Flex™ 

modules provide the same rugged quality that 

OEM customers experience with our custom 

designed solutions, but with the convenience 

of a standard design that can be integrated 

into applications without the associated cost or 

long lead times of custom design.

FLEXIBLE TO YOUR NEEDS

While M-Flex electronic controls are proven 

components that enable OEMs to plug and 

play, Marlin can also modify any M-Flex 

module to meet the most precise requirements 

of your application. Additionally, our engineers 

will work with your team to ensure proper 

integration on your vehicle.

M-Flex controls are typically used for 

construction, agriculture and turf care 

equipment, utility and power sports vehicles, 

marine, military, outdoor power equipment 

and similar harsh environment applications.

M-FLEX 4.3" COLOR DISPLAY

• 800 nits high brightness for outdoor 
applications.

• Designed for 12 volt and 24 volt applications.

• Built-in 2 in and 4 out CAN controls.

• Mounting brackets for snap-in panel  
mount or Ram-mount bolt pattern.

M-FLEX CAN KEYPADS

• 6PB, 8PB, 12PB CAN Keypads.

• Designed for 12 volt and 24 volt applications.

• (3) LED indicator lights per button.

• Tactile feel buttons provide user with  
actuation feedback.

M-FLEX REMOTE CAN I/O CONTROLLER

• 4I4O and 8I8O CAN Control Modules.

• Designed for 12 volt and 24 volt applications.

• Configurable Inputs and outputs  
as analog, digital, or PWM.

• User-programable software tool provided  
by Marlin.

Marlin Technologies, Inc. \ Horicon, WI \ 920.485.4463 \ P     920.485.2899 \ F

MARLINTECH.COM ELECTRONIC SYSTEM SOLUTIONS FOR MOBILE APPLICATIONS

M-FLEX™ ELECTRONIC CONTROLS 
FOR SEVERE DUTY MOBILE APPLICATIONS

• Designed for severe duty, 12V and  
24V outdoor mobile applications.

• Built to withstand harsh temperatures, shock 
and vibration, moisture and electrical transients 
common to the environments our OEM 
customers’ products must reliably perform in.
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24V outdoor mobile applications.
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common to the environments our OEM 
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Constantly researching for 
quality, process automation, 
customer appreciation, care 
for the environment, and 
corporate welfare.

Prima Automotive is one of the most important 
European manufacturers of components for automotive 
and industrial vehicles. We are known around the world 
for our design, development, and distribution of plastic 
injection molded items. Our products are designed for 
manufacturers of mass transportation vehicles, industrial 
and agricultural machinery, dashboards, cabins, and air 
conditioning systems. We even reach into high valuated 
supplies for super car producers for whom we supply 
exclusively designed items.

HANDLES LOCKING DEVICES AIR DIFFUSERS

LIGHT DIFFUSERS FITTINGS AND BELL-PUSHES ACCESSORIES

MULTISETS FLAP’S DEVICES LUGGAGE RACKS

www.primaautomotive.it/en



RUSPA OFFICINE is an independent company, that over the years progressively planned and develo
ped its presence on the market, focusing its core business on accessories, special equipment and 
components in the commercial vehicles field for moving people and goods. Throughout innovation, 
continuous research and a meticulous control over raw materials and products, our company rea
ched high results in terms of quality, reliability and flexibility. As a consequence of that, Ruspa Offi
cine managed to patent countless products and solutions. With more than 30 national and interna
tional patents, the company is a leader in its sector and a reference reality for the global market. 

The great experience has allowed Ruspa Officine to become a supplier not only of quality certified 
products, but also of skills and consultancy at industrial level. 
Today Ruspa Officine is also aimed at companies that have chosen to outsource their business pro
cesses, offering consolidated skills in technological development, design and production, in order to 
create high-quality products. 

RUSPA OFFICINE S.p.A. - Via C. Colombo 2 10070 Robassomero (TORINO) ITALY - Ph.+ 39 011 9234111 
Email info@ruspa.com - www.ruspa.com 

om(!) 



At State Industries Ltd 
we have been dedicated to 
manufacturing high-quality, 
durable polyurethane elastomer 
for over 40 years. 
Major industries including 
automotive, mining, and 
agricultural have turned to us 
repeatedly for problem solving 
components.

HousingsClamps Bumpers

Our team is committed to exceeding your expectations and delivering quality products. A wide 
range of design and technical difficulties will be resolved with our expertise in polyurethane 
elastomer products.



J.E.S.S. Joule Electric Stripes System 
Is an innovative low-consumption underfloor heating system, able 
to guarantee room comfort in total autonomy.
JESS is powered by a simple power line!
With JESS - thanks to its ease of installation and use - it will be pos-
sible to heat our apartments, shops, warehouses, public places and 
industrial warehouses. Furthermore, JESS is ideal for preventing 
snow and ice from settling on sidewalks, docks, access ramps to 
garages and on the roofs of buildings and factories.
Producing heat by radiation, JESS produces natural heat and, by 
not acting by convention and not causing air movements, it elimi-
nates the circulation of dust and mites.

Composition of the JESS KIT: box to be walled in to house the power supply plate, power supply plate with transformer 
(3 power levels), electronic board and heating membrane (room thermostat not included in the kit).
* The heatable surface varies according to the degree of insulation of the building and the external project temperature.

a.m.a. composites s.r.l. - Via Repubblica, 7 - 41011 Campogalliano - Modena - Italy
Tel. +39 059 851754 - Fax +39 059 5221161 - www.amacomposites.it

LWRT (Light Weight Reinforced Thermoplastic) 
A technology that allows to obtain thermoformable composite 
products of a thermoplastic nature with not too expensive invest-
ments, with high aesthetic quality on one side and on the oth-
er, having interesting technical characteristics such as excellent 
acoustic insulation and a ratio between rigidity and weight up 
to 5/7 times less than traditional technologies. The weight fac-
tor, intended as a reduction in the weight of the products, while 
maintaining a sufficiently solid structure, has always been for us a 
key factor of which we are strongly convinced, also in view of the 
European directives for the reduction of CO2. We are continuing 
to invest in new production lines and robotic areas to increase 
efficiency and productivity. 

MOD. FEATURE AREA FROM / TO*(mq) HEATABLE

Length mt. Watt Power W/mq Volt

JESS 20 L 20

280 35 12

4-10420 55 15

600 75 18

JESS 30 L 30

440 35 18

6-12660 55 23

900 75 27

JESS 40 L 40

560 35 24

8-20880 55 31

1200 75 36

JESS 50 L 50

700 35 30

10-301100 55 39

1500 75 45



Connecting products and vehicle 
manufacturers since 1995.



102 International Drive, Peachtree City, GA 30269
ph: 770-632-8755

ssterlingco.com
© 2021, S. Sterling Company, All rights reserved.

Electronic Foot Pedals

Shift Controls

HVAC Louvers

Fog Lights

Driving Lights

Heating / AC Covers

Work Lamps

Interior Lighting

Battery Cables

Strobe Lights

Horns

Switches

Slip Rings

Instrument Panels

Switch Panels

Electronic Controls

Power Distribution 
Systems

Wire Harnesses

Engine Instrumentation

Bus Bars

Linear & Rotary 

Transducers

Joystick Controllers

Relays

Polyurethane Molded 
Products

Hydraulic Swivels

Contactors

USB Outlets

Time Delays

Headlamps

Tail Lamps

Interior Components
- Grab Handles
- Cup Holders
- Table Lifts
- Flat Screen Mounting
  Brackets
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